NEWS RELEASE

Gray Announces Nationally Syndicated Weekend Political Show with Greta Van Susteren

Atlanta, Georgia – April 8, 2019. . . Gray Television, Inc. (“Gray,” “we,” or “our”) (NYSE: GTN) announced today that it will launch a new weekly program this September called “Full Court Press with Greta Van Susteren.” Gray’s Chief National Political Analyst, Greta Van Susteren, will host and moderate the program from Washington, DC.

The new weekend political show will focus on how policy actions, political decisions, and national events impact local communities across the country through a mix of substantive interviews of newsmakers, roundtable discussions, and both on-the-ground and investigative reports from local stations outside the beltway. The show will tap a broad bench of Gray Television journalists from newsrooms across the country, including the award-winning team of Investigate TV.

Gray Chairman and CEO, Hilton Howell Jr., says that “Full Court Press” will showcase Greta’s no-nonsense, straightforward style. “We believe viewers will embrace Ms. Van Susteren’s firm but tough approach with elected and other leaders to bolster the trusted, quality news our viewers already depend upon,” said Howell. “Our goal is to provide critical information without bias to allow viewers to form their own opinions and reach their own decisions by exploring all sides of a complex issue.”

In addition, in August, Gray will launch “Full Court Press-Overtime” across multiple digital platforms. The website and OTT app will feature extended interviews, live streaming and user interaction, as well as links to additional related news content. “The digital components will give us instant feedback on topics and questions that matter most to viewers,” said Ms. Van Susteren.

Initially, Gray will clear “Full Court Press” across its own footprint of 93 markets plus television stations in Chicago and Milwaukee, covering nearly 28 percent of US television households. Gray anticipates securing additional station clearances prior to the show’s launch. Cassie Yde of The Television Syndication Company is handling syndication. For more information, contact Cassie at 407-788-6407 or cassie@tvsco.com.

Ms. Van Susteren is bringing her no-nonsense approach from cable news to broadcast television. Ms. Van Susteren is a veteran of Fox News Channel, MSNBC and CNN. Ms. Van Susteren’s prime time Fox News Channel Show, “On the Record,” was number 1 in its timeslot for 14½ years. Before joining Fox News, she hosted CNN’s prime-time news and analysis program, “The Point with Greta Van Susteren,” and co-hosted the network’s daily legal
analysis show, “Burden of Proof.” Her legal analysis for CNN’s coverage of Election 2000 earned her the American Bar Association’s Presidential Award for Excellence in Journalism.

About Gray:

Gray currently owns and/or operates television stations and leading digital properties in 91 television markets, including the first or second highest rated television station in 85 markets. Upon closing of all announced transactions, we will own 68 number-one rated television stations in 93 markets covering approximately 24 percent of US television households. Our television stations broadcast almost 400 separate programming streams, including nearly 150 affiliates of the CBS/NBC/ABC/FOX networks. We also own video program production, marketing, and digital businesses including Raycom Sports, Tupelo-Raycom, and RTM Studios, the producer of PowerNation programs and content. For further information, please visit www.gray.tv.

Website: www.gray.tv.

Contact:  **Sandy Breland**, Senior Vice President, 504-352-4019
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